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EDITOR’S NOTE

Editors’ Note:
“I would venture to guess that Anon, who wrote so many poems without signing them, was often a
woman.”
These words by Virginia Woolf are at the core of this issue of Montréal Writes. Women have so often been
erased from the narrative — this is our attempt to write them back in. Our journal started with the idea of
giving up-and-coming writers and artists a platform. Too many stories are left unread. Finding an audience is even harder when you’re a woman. When author Catherine Nichols sent out her manuscript under
a male name, she received eight and a half times more requests from publishers. The literary world needs
to do better than that. The whole world needs to do better than that.
Yes, the last year has been one of reckoning, of women’s marches and #MeToo. We celebrate these movements, but highlight the obstacles to overcome. The wage gap is still higher for women of colour. 2017 was
one of the deadliest years for trans people in the United States. Tina Fontaine has still not found justice,
and is just one of the many missing and murdered indigenous women of Canada. These are only some of
the stories that need to be heard. We hope that this journal becomes a space where marginalized people
can feel empowered to share their words, art, photography, and above all else, their voice.
With that, we present to you the third issue of our newfound literary journal, in honour of International
Women’s Day. This issue explores the multi-faceted nature of “womanhood”— the fluidity, the struggles,
the heartbreak, and the little moments in between. We would also like to take this moment to thank everyone who has helped with the creation of this journal, be it through donating, editing, or sending your
work. You are what makes Montréal Writes possible.
This is our tribute to those who dream and fight for a better future for women.

Kristen Laguia and Sara Hashemi
Editor-in-chief and Managing Editor
March 2018
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AN ODE TO DANDELIONS
AND THE
IN-BETWEEN

T

here’s this one week in May where my
all-too-comfortable corner of Montreal grows abundant with dandelions. The Yellow Week, the name under
which my written recollections from the 9th up until
the 15th of Taurus season were categorized under in
my constellation-covered journal, contained letters of
gratitude to the universe for planting the warmer tones
of the color spectrum around me. The city was painted
an artificial lemon that made my glass-half-empty soul
finally feel half-full. The perennials bloomed even on
Sainte-Catherine Street, whose patches of unconvincing soil only existed because Montreal refuses to conform to being a true concrete forest. I see so much of my
teenage self in the workings of this city, for the both of
us had a constant yearning to set ourselves apart from
the crowd.
The Yellow Week has always managed to thaw the
memories of my seasonal depression that turned my
baby blues into moribund greys. The mere scent of
spring and everything after cued the honey-like trumpet in Louis Armstrong’s La Vie En Rose, and despite
my mother’s idle belief that I was allergic to the dandelions, I remained consistent with pressing them into
my history; chemistry; calculus; and civilizations of
the Middle Ages textbooks. Even the name made me
swoon — it was all so dandy.
There are only pockets of the dandy days that I retain solely from memory, untainted by the words with
which I recalled them in great detail in my journals.
One of these moments was during the final days of the
seventh grade, which should officially be known as
The Worst Year In Any Middle To Upper Class North
American’s Life. Zoe and I were at my childhood park,
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BY EDEN ROSENBLOOM

gossiping about older girls and cute boys as we sat
on top of the hill that once seemed to exist beyond
the clouds, but that now gave me an underwhelming
feeling of superiority, for we thought far too highly
of ourselves to resort to the swing set. We spent the
afternoon baking under the no-longer-absent sun, as
most Canadians do the moment the temperature gage
reaches anything above twelve degrees. When we finally stood up, our limbs feeling fuzzy, Zoe’s shirt was
no longer the shade of white it was earlier that day,
but a patchy, dandelion yellow — the hue mocked us
for our naivety. We spent the evening in my bathroom,
with Zoe leaning over the tub, using a bar of soap to
scrub out the pollen, and me, with a blow-dryer in my
hand, all in an attempt to avoid a scolding from Zoe’s
mother. She yelled at her anyway.
A few years later, I was graduating high school, and
that final month of government-required education
filled us all up with an indescribable feeling of nostalgia that anyone over the age of 18 will undoubtedly
understand. Thirty of us decided to spend a Saturday
morning in the field a few blocks away from school,
and despite my hostility towards the majority of my
high school experience, I chose to come along. We
spent the day lying on our backs, shoving vegan food
into our mouths, and playing Fleetwood Mac’s Rumours out of a portable speaker. The past four years
of self-doubt and insecurities was at last coming to
a close, and for the first time, instead of seeking validation from those whom I considered friends merely
out of convenience, I sought out comfort within myself, lying in the bed of dandelions and smiling ever
so slightly because I had made it. The dandelions were
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always there to set me free.
I cherished them just the same in June, following their
metamorphoses. In fact, I blew a wish on them every
chance I got — for new Crayola markers, ice cream after dinner, a friend to skip rope with, a passing mark
on the geography test, the rain to stop, fitting into my
jeans, a new puppy, the boy to love me back, getting
into college, things to work out. Despite my knowing
that my wish would have no impact on the inevitable
reality, I adored the notion of it all — humans, no matter the age, turning to nature for a little extra help.
I loved them before and I loved them after. In their
days of yellow sunshine and in their nights of making
dreams come true. I will continue to love them in all of
their forms, though I am most drawn to them in their
in-between stage of life. In the days when they are no
longer a flower but not yet a wish, when they fold up
into themselves as though hugging their cores for reassurance, whispering that they matter and are loved
and will someday be okay. I will always pick those
dandelions first.
My favourite things have always been stuck in a
state of in-between. The most rosy weeks in my life are
when I don’t identify as being an introvert or an extrovert. I wait fifteen minutes for my tea to cool from the
kettle, and then drink it within an exceptionally short
window of time, before it has the chance to go cold.
My bed is coziest when halfway made, a book is the
most gripping halfway through, the sunset only intrigues me when it’s sitting half on the ocean and half
beyond, as though waiting for someone to shout out
“please stay” which is really an “I love you” in disguise.
The beauty lies in the balance, in the in-between.
After the boy who made her feel whole again broke
her heart, Harriet, a friend whose mind has always
travelled in parallel to mine, wrote to me, “I cannot
say that I loved him, for it is not past tense, and I cannot say that I love him, for it is not present. There is
both an absence and a surplus of emotion that I cannot name in words.” Even through my iPhone speakers, I could hear the trembling in her voice that came
from the confusion of her swirling in the void. She
was feathered indigo, spiraling into entropy, gradually
declining into disorder, while still dancing in this unidentified world of the in-between. This space had no
definition.
I am most drawn to the not-yellow-nor-grey dandelions for I, too, spend most of my days as undefinable

selves, no longer one thing but not yet another. These
are known the in-between days. On the in-between
days, questions like “How are you?” and “Who are
you?” prove themselves to be more difficult than any
logarithm or confession of guilt can ever be. Like Harriet said, words are never enough, as even syllables
manage to formulate an unwanted definition that
leaves little room to grow.
Though I accepted my relationship with the in-between days, the world around me rejected it. I had to be
happyorsad, quietorloud, boyorgirl, courageousorafraid, smartorstupid, greyoryellow. What if I wanted
to be them all at once, or be none at all? What then?
As I learned to navigate myself through the fog of
this indescribable uncertainty, the in-between days
became the in-between life, and despite society’s resistance to it, I was okay with the void. My sensitivity
has always been my most valued quality, as it has given me my heart of a double-edged sword — I experience emotions entirely, on both ends of the spectrum.
I have thoughts that can color all the oceans blue. Living in a state of in-between allows me to be everything
at once. My days don’t ever feel like just one hue - they
can be forest green with a hint of lilac, the maroon
that comes with change along with the spark-of-excitement champagne pink, or the murky brown you
get when you mix all of the paint colors together. Or,
a day of infinite laughter paired with the fear of punishment alongside Zoe. Or the hatred and admiration
that comes with parting a version of yourself at 17. Notyellow-not-grey.
The in-between world is painful and confusing, and
it awakens an understanding of my minuteness in the
grandeur of our universe, but it allows me to thrive in
a world that most only skim over. I join the atoms that
are swirling in the unidentified and go beyond definitions. I can be a girl painted baby blue but also made
of fire. Regardless of the terror, fogginess, and doubts
that come with the unknowing state, it’s uncertainty
only excites me.
Perhaps I’ll always be in between grey and yellow.
Perhaps during The Yellow Week, the dandelions and
I will grow together without definition, catching sunshine and making wishes, creating entire worlds of
our own. Perhaps the most delicate of things are often
stuck in a state of in-between.
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more than enough
by RASHA LAMA

a secret: i hate my body.
i’d like to believe that i’m a positive person, but i have bad days
and terrible thoughts.
i hate my body for filling out, for not being thin or big, but a
guessing game.
i hate my body for being stubborn and static no matter the years i spend working
on it, for all the strength seems to hide underneath.
i hate my body for being disproportionate: dangly arms, thick thighs, small chest
and big cheeks.
i hate the discrepancy between the body i once had, and the body i now have. am i
supposed to be that stick of a girl?
or this mess of a being?
i don’t like the bags under my eyes and the veins that show no matter how much i’ve
slept or drunk.
i don’t want my cheeks that hide my cheekbones. i don’t feel comfortable
in this body of mine.
but this is today.
and I will feel this way again, but there are good days too.
good days when my curves fill my jeans and my flat chest fits bralettes.
my pale skin turns porcelain and my veins become evidence of experience.
cheeks blossom to show everyone within a 50km radius that i am happy and i am
celebrating.
and my mind, my mind rests in the pleasures of a soft breeze and a dancing shadow.
nothing will ever be easy, and I will continue to cry in the shower
when everything crashes down on me.
but i will get up and get dressed up and i will tuck myself into bed, for
i am my own saviour and i decide if i’m perfect enough or not for this life.
so i have decided:
i am more than enough the way i’ll always be.
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FEMME
FATALE
by LEANA PAPARELLA

FILM
35mm
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WHAT DO I TELL MY SISTER
What do I tell my sister?

BY KATIE MICHELLE SAULNIER

Do I tell her to be loud when I know that sometimes silence can save you?
Do I tell her to pick her own direction and march, head held high? I know how easy it is to get lost, and
to not realize until you’ve gone as far as you can go.
Do I tell her the things I wish I’d known, or will they be all wrong for her path? I grew by making my
own discoveries, but I got hurt too.
What do I tell my mother?
No secrets between us.
Well, a few.
Okay, more than a few. Sorry Mom. But I tell her more than most, and she somehow knows the rest.
I would love to say I listen to her more than I talk, but anyone who knows me will spot that lie.
Who needs to keep a journal with a Mom like that? I’ve recited her a memoir by now. I hope that someday I learn to be quiet long enough to hear hers.
What do I tell my best friend?
The woman I’ve known for 26 years, now with her own little girl, a little girl I love so much it takes my
breath away.
I don’t have children of my own. What can I tell her, now that she’s a mother?
The same things as always, thankfully.
That I heard a silly joke the other day. That I miss pretend-swordfighting with her in the park. That
the new recipe I just tried is delightful. That sometimes the world makes me so angry and sometimes
it makes me jump for joy. That I love her and will do everything I can to make the world safe for her
daughter.
What do I tell my sister?
Half my age, but already twice as brave.
Do I tell her that her strength is an asset, when I know it can make her a target, too?
Do I tell her to keep fighting, always, because it reminds you that the world is worth saving, even if it will
never be saved?
Do I tell her I don’t have the answers, and I never did?
What will I tell my sister?
Better yet, what will she tell me?
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METRO WOMAN
White, black,
Or in between.
Short, tall,
Stand up; be seen.

BY ELENA OLVERA

BY M

Women of the world,
How far have we come?
We love, we fight, we endure,
Our strength you shall not shun.
Equality, power, justice,
We implore.
Denial, silence, dismissal,
We take no more.
To the podium we take,
For the time has come.
Our words, our aspirations,
Our ever-beating drum.
In numbers we are strong,
The future is ours to take.
Women, Women, Women
Our leaders we shall make.
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WOMAN
PROBLEMS
BY VALERIE PLEASANT

“Y

ou know, together I’m pretty sure we make a
full woman.” Lynn says, hands behind her head, falling
back onto a pillow next to Anne. She pulls her pants
back on.
“Might have to check your math on that.” Anne says,
cuddling into Lynn’s chest.
“Oh, I can show my work.”
“Please do.” Anne rolls her eyes with a smile, not
thinking about much else than the face of the woman
she“Great!” Lynn says, breaking Anne from her train of
thought. “So, I’m a butch transbian, so by most standards I’m literally just a cis-het dude-”
“Wait, is this actually-”
“That somehow manages to trick lesbians into sleeping with me-”
“Babe, stop, I didn’t really-”
“And you’re a very passable femme, you’ve got the
look and everything, but you’re not on hormones, so
once again: cis-het dude.”
“Baby, I’m sorry for indulging you. Please stop!”
“I’ve got the hormones, you’ve got the dresses, together we’re unstoppable! Or, baseline acceptable, but still
good!”
Anne says nothing, and groans into Lynns chest
(which, as a sensation, Lynn doesn’t find all that bad.
Like it’s not great but she might bring it up sometime.
She decides that if she does, it will be some time other
than now).
“You asked me to show my work.”
“I learned my lesson. I won’t be asking you to explain anything, ever again… Why the fuck do you get
so self-hating ‘but it’s playful so I can’t get called out on it’
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after sex, anyway?” Anne asks, lifting herself from
Lynn’s chest, though accidentally crushing one of
her partner’s breasts (this happens during a growth
spurt… They hurt a lot during growth-spurts, okay?)
in the process, gaining an absolute howl from Lynn.
“Sorry, sorry!”
Lynn cups her breast in care, “Fuck, that hurts!”
Lynn takes deep breaths while Anne awkward-panics
(lots of movement of the hands) and feels very bad.
“It’s fine, it’s fine, I’m fine… Kiss it and make it better,
though?” Lynn asks with a smile that shows she is still
feeling a fair bit of pain.
“I just did that for a good ten minutes. And don’t
dodge the question!”
“Five minutes, I’m pretty sure.” Lynn says. Anne
stares at her expectantly, to which she responds,
“What question?”
“Lynn!” Anne slams her fists on her knees in that
genuinely frustrated way Lynn finds adorable.
“I really am pretty sure it was five minutes.” (It was
seven minutes and twelve seconds.)
“If I suck your tit for five more minutes will you answer my fucking question?” Anne asks.
“What question? And yes, you can start whenever
you’re ready.” Lynn settles back in bed in a readied position with a smirk, eyes closed.
“You’re not funny.” Anne crosses her arms, and looks
away, glowering.
Lynn sees this through one open eye and sighs. She
lifts herself from the bed, and hugs Anne from behind,
chin resting on her shoulder. Anne makes no recognition of this and continues to avoid eye-contact.
“Okay…I….I went a bit far, I’m sorry. Don’t make
that face, I am. I was being stupid, and I’ll stop.” Lynn
guides Anne’s chin until they meet each other’s eyes.
Anne waits, hopeful. “I really am funny though… like,
that wasn’t cool.”
Anne snorts loudly and attempts to escape Lynn’s
hug so that her smile isn’t visible. Lynn holds her tight
and kisses her. They hug each other close, neither of
them particularly wanting to separate and continue
the conversation.
Anne separates first, “Tell me. Please.”
Lynn sighs again, but does not let go of Anne, continuing to look into her eyes. She opens her mouth to
speak but closes it again, swallows the words that were
supposed to come out, and tries again with all new
ones, “I… Okay, so, I can look in the mirror. I’m past
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that point, obviously, but, like,” Lynn hesitates, not
wanting to ask this question. “How do you deal with
the fact that every time we have sex, a lot of people
would look at it like it were two gay men, doing… the
things that gay men do?”
Anne takes a moment, hurt by Lynn’s words. “I…I
don’t think about other people when I’m with you,
Lynn. I think about you. I think about the things I
want to do to you, the things I want you to do to me,
but mostly I’m just thinking about you and how much
I like you -- how happy I am that we’re doing… this.”
Anne looks down and separates from the hug. Lynn
disappointedly lets her. “I definitely don’t think about
anyone else and how they might see it.”
“Right, right, god, fuck I’m sorry.” Lynn explains, trying to make her body smaller to get back into Anne’s
view, “In the moment you’re all I’m thinking about. In
the moment, you’re like my fucking world. I love…I
love fucking you, I love being with you, I love what we
have and have had for a good couple months and I’m
honestly so thankful for it. The…the problem is afterwards. When we’re calming down and I see my body
and I remember how fucking close I am - how fucking
close we are - to being considered women, and yet this
fucking thing between my fucking legs keeps fucking
stopping me.” Now Lynn looks down. Having said her
part, she looks away and moves her mouth to the side
like a child unsure of how her apology will be taken.
Anne sighs. “Well fuck...” She looks at Lynn, regretting having asked the question that started this conversation, but she can’t take it back now. Anne hopes
to god no one says anything, in fear of ruining what
they have. For now, they’ve said enough. “You’re still a
girl to me.” Anne hopes Lynn will look up at that, she
does not. “And you’re also still a girl to you. I know
it’s hard but you need to stop caring what they think
you are. You’re a girl, and you know that full well. It’s
just those fuckers that think they need to have say
on literally fucking everything that disagree. You’re a
girl, Lynn.” Lynn wears a faint smile at that, and lifts
her head slowly to look at Anne. “Okay, so I want to
slap your estrogen-filled boob to illustrate a point I’m
about to make, but I know it already hurts so I’m not
going to do that-”
“Thank you.” Lynn covers her breast for protection.
“No problem. But you have the parts. Not all girls have
boobs, and some guys have boobs, but if that’s what
you need then focus on the things that are literally

right under your nose, okay?”
“Okay, yeah. Thanks, baby.” Lynn smiles, and then
tilts her head, “So, what do you focus on?”
“Huh? Oh, my cock is prettier than yours.” Both
women stare at each other for a moment and then
laugh and hug once more. They kiss deeply and feel
each other’s heat close. While they kiss, eyes closed,
neither of them doubt any aspect of themselves.
Anne’s hands start to move over Lynn’s back, eliciting
a moan. She moves one hand over the front of Lynn’s
pants, “Now take this off, won’t you?”
Lynn smiles and slips off her pants, “Totally! You’re
good to go again?”
“Huh, oh, no, I’m super tired!” Anne feigns exhaustion and begins to get out of bed.
“What? Wait! But, like, hold on! What!?” Lynn
scrambles, trying to reach for her partner.
“But you’re going to keep those off and get comfortable with the fact that you’re no less of woman,
regardless of what’s between your legs, okay?” Anne
kisses her partner on the cheek and waits.
“I mean, yeah, totally, sure, but like, I can do that afterward, right? Baby?” (Lynn would not describe herself as pleading.)
Anne walks out the door, naked, a bounce in her
step as she calls out, “I’m going to make some food!
You stay put and cool down.”
Lynn is left alone, naked, vulnerable, and unmoving. She feels cold at losing her partner’s touch, and
she definitely hasn’t started loving the bits between
her legs. She looks to the bedside table for her phone,
and sighs as she picks it up. She opens the camera app
and begins scrutinizing herself. Lynn looks desperately for things to love; she looks desperately to see truth
in all the arguments Anne has ever given her. Again,
she fails to completely love herself. But this once, she
notices something she hadn’t previously. This thing
being that her desperate want to be a “pretty woman”,
readily accepted by her peers, is a fear women always
have, regardless of being cis or trans. She turns off the
camera, lays back on the bed and looks up. She is neither comfortable, nor in love with herself, but she is
beginning to understand that she does not have to be.
Not immediately, at least.
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Joanne

by VICTORIA

18 x 20, Oil on Canvas
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LE PIANE

ALEXIA THROPOULOS • SOME WORDS AND A BURN MARK

Some Words
and a
Burn Mark
by ALEXIA

THEOPOULOS

The walls are grey
The furniture beige
His lips white
And the flowers you gave me
have dried. The cement
is charcoal
My shoes black
My fingertips red
And the poems you wrote for me
are in a stack, the pages yellowed,
my eyes turned pink
I kept the flowers
and the poems I’ll never read
Ther room is without a pulse,
the streets dark
The flowers have died
And all I have are some words and a burn mark.
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LEAKING LAUREL TREE
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Paper Cutouts on Painted Canvas

ELISE TIMM-BOTTOS • LEAKING LAUREL TREE

BY ELISE TIMM-BOTTOS

March 21, 2017
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ME TOO

BY LAURA KESTREL

To all the persons who know that violence isn’t just guns,
and those who learnt that monsters don’t always live under the
bed,
or always come in the form of beasts or goblins.
The biggest monsters humans face are of our own creation –
Like that secret voice inside your head
Telling you that you are too much of something
You have always been too much of something
And you probably always will be.
Or when it tells you that you are not enough
You have never been enough
And you will never be enough
So why do you keep trying?
Especially if this inner monologue is performed out-loud, when
another takes your doubts without ever even being told them and
recites them back to you, as if people had always known them.
To all the persons who know that violence isn’t just guns,
and those who learnt that the people who love you don’t always
want what’s best for you, or
always even know how to love you to begin with.
When worn-out women have been looked in the eyes, and all the
while, their partner hasn’t seen the fears projected back into their
own reflection, staring back at him, as if she were a mirror.
Don’t see how their words have long since eroded your varnished
veneer, like violent paint stripper... don’t see how hard you think
before you speak...
too weak to face another argument,
caused by unknowingly being the finger on the trigger to their anger
- like when you bought the wrong thing for dinner last week.
To all the persons who know that violence isn’t just guns,
and those who learnt that clinking bottles don’t always mean
success,
and rarely mean cause for celebration.
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The fact known all too well that little white lines like chalk-dust
lead to toxic degradation
Beaten bodies who don’t know what they can do hiding bruises
black and blue
Don’t know where to turn next
When their moral compass has been out-of-action for so long
Caused by being the finger on the self-destruct trigger
- believing in the lies that you don’t deserve, or won’t find anyone
better...
This is to all the persons who know that violence is much more
than just guns
And those who learnt that self-doubt doesn’t always stem from
the self.
This is to the people, broken from hitting the ground hard,
Grounded themselves and refused to stay down
This is to all those beautiful fractured bodies
Slowly putting the pieces of themselves back together Fragile
vessels, taking back possession of themselves
This is to everybody who uses their pain to help others
And to those who know that #MeToo wasn’t just a Facebook
trend, but a promise to fight for dignity, justice and respect
This is to fragile figures still learning to cradle their own curves
Still learning to worship every. single. building block of their temple
And to those still learning to love themselves from the inside out...
Me Too.
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DÉLICAT by ZANI BOILLAT
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immovable dancer
BY JEANNE PERREAULT
the sculpture is moving
eyes wide, arms stretched,
she watches
a sea of blank faces
float around her
restless, careless,
and she, priceless
her dancing attracts none,
yet the flurry of her movements
is the centerpiece
only passive glances exchanged
and dragged feet
stay for her
she turns and turns and turns
her face is a blurred dream
eyes trying to meet faces
the soft pink moves faster
faster
gasping breaths disrupt the sea
as they part to the side
they leave her place to breathe
but the silence suffocates her
she has to let them know, she has to, she has
stumbled
fallen
sunk
the show is over
the mass is leaving
they have turned her into bronze
stuck in the mold again
again.
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FLICK
BY VICTORIA MASTROPIETRO

I keep you on
the edge of my tongue
flick you back and
forth
between soft thoughts
and song
Come in
Come swim
the what-ifs are warm
the disputes too far beyond
fingertips
I see my reflection
in the water and
think of you.
Dip my hand in to skew
the image
A book
Well read, not
written
words fall off the page
into my mouth.
Who knew
you’d teach me to sing?
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Graphite Drawing

BY LAUREN KLEIDERMAN

Graphite Drawing
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CHERRY LUSH
BY GHAZALEH ABASSALIAN

I

1

’ve been living my life moving between the studio
and the kitchen. From holding a brush to holding a spatula. From mixing paint to stirring soups.
From doing something leisurely to doing something
essential as feeding myself. I get outside and walk for
at least an hour every day, no matter what the weather is like. I often walk into the gourmet shop on my
way home and pick up a jar of something like almond
butter. Charlotte is coming for dinner so I stop by the
fishmonger. I miss the ocean, and lately my taste for
salt has amplified. I have the fishes’ heads cut off even
though he warns me they contain the most flavour
while he beheads them, a look of disapproval and dismay overcoming his face. At home I rinse the empty
bellies clean and pat the fishes dry using a towel. They
lay there, so empty and helpless it’s pathetic. I grab my
coat and head out again to get some lemons I forgot.
Outside it continues to snow. The city has fallen still. I
think, this must be what it feels like to walk through a
Pavlova, or something with egg whites.
***
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At home I put on an Alan Vega record and immediately feel like dancing. I feel wild. As I season the dead fish,
I try imagining again what it’s like to be like Charlotte.
I try speaking her words using her articulate tone and
owning her mind. Would I be more at ease with myself
if I always pretended to be someone else? I wish I were
more strategic and had planned out my next five years
like she has. I wish I were more of a writer. I wish I had
studied law, for some reason. It’s odd pretending to have
a law degree while listening to Alan Vega; it feels wrong.

***
I enjoy observing how Charlotte moves. She is slender with short hair and is wearing a blue turtleneck,
her lips painted a cadmium red. Her bony hands pass
me a bottle of wine.
“I brought you some lemons too” she says, in that
voice I like so much. “I just remembered you forgot
them last time”.
She hangs up her coat. I take the bag of lemons and
place them with the other seven I just bought. I grab
two glasses and she pours us wine. We nibble on some
grilled scallops wrapped in prosciutto, which she says
are delicious, lifting my mood instantly. I am surprised
by how desperate I am to be acknowledged by her; it’s
exhausting. I wonder if she can smell my desperation.
I have been jealous of her successes and her stories
since we met. In the same way she inspires me, she
also drags me down. When we were roommates, her
publishers regularly paid for her trips to the Maldives
so she could complete the final stages of her book. She
never did finish the book, but I still remember having
to hide the envy on my face every time I helped her
pack. She is so ungrateful for having thrown that away
like that.
She never told me why she didn’t finish her book.
She tells me she just needed a change but I don’t believe her. There are parts of her I want to see but she
will never show me. I remember we got into an argument once and she left our conversation unfinished
to smoke. I remember looking at her standing out on
the balcony, her coat billowing around her tiny body,
neurotically dragging on her cigarette. I thought she
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might jump and kill herself and it felt liberating. But
“I think I should move there, don’t you?” I’m looking
she just needed a break from me and I watched her for a reaction, but she just nods.
looking over the city. I feel sick to my stomach when I
think about the desire of wanting her to die.
***
By the end of the night we are in the living room
***
listening to Yoko Ono records while the fish carcasses
are resting on the plates. She seems unusually distant
We meet for dinner every Monday night and lately tonight. I am scared and my need for her approval is
I’ve come to hate it. I feel more tense around her than becoming noticeable. I need to be more cautious. By
usual and she keeps talking about her editor Brenda, now I am used to not knowing what she thinks, so
as if she’s a genius. In general she doesn’t speak a lot, I don’t bother asking her. I put on the kettle for tea
but tonight she doesn’t even look at me. Is it my dress? while she smokes out on the balcony. Her magenta
Is it the colour of my socks, or just that I’m wearing purse is just sitting there. I like going through her stuff
socks with a dress? I can’t stop wondering what she is when she isn’t looking. Hoping to find out something
disapproving me of. She rubs her fragile neck I would about her, I look through her purse but find the liplike to break right now and closes her eyes.
stick instead, Tom Ford in Cherry Lush, way more ex“I’m tired from work, forgive me.” Her perfection pensive than Chanel. I tuck it away in my pocket and
and boredom annoy me more than usual tonight. It’s think about Yoko Ono and what it would be like to
everything I ever wanted, to be a staff writer at the have her over for dinner instead. I would cook spinTimes and afford Chanel lipsticks. How could it make ach balanzoni with brown butter and sage served on
her tired? To this day, I feel I have to earn her inter- black stone plates. I would keep the meal simple but
est. It’s hard work captivating Charlotte, unless you’re add some humour and complexity to the dessert: a
Brenda or that pretentious ‘friend’ of hers Margaret.
baked Alaska Flambé comes to mind. We would gossip
about Klaus Biesenbach and analyze TOILET PIECE
***
together. She would be mesmerized by my paintings.
It would be an inspiring friendship, one where we
I lay out the grilled sardines with lemons, crushed wouldn’t need to be like the other to match. Before
garlic, rock salt, crusty bread and butter. And more I can put together an imaginary menu for an imagiwine. This is something I am good at, cooking. It’s nary night with an imaginary friend, she comes back
something that’s mine. When I cook I don’t feel like I’m from her smoke. She smiles but I know she’s moody.
imitating someone. The food looks beautiful and she I want her out of my apartment but instead I offer
must be impressed, but her face doesn’t reveal much. her tea. For the next 15 minutes I read her a passage
I take out photos from my summer in Florence to im- from ‘Summer of Hate’. When I look up she seems
press her. I point out the prestigious school where I to be crying. My hands shake as I rub her bony back.
lie and say that I taught painting. I show her photo’s
“What happened?” I feel a hot rush flushing
of the salty seas I’d swim in after class. She looks at through my body. I am so angry with her for everythem with intent while sipping her wine and dipping thing. This should be the end of our friendship and
her bread in leftovers. She seems to be genuinely in- I will feel free to move on without her approval.
terested, looking less bored. All I can think is how
She sort of smiles at me and puts on her boots
happy I was being away from her and how I need to and grabs her bag “Nothing! I’m just exhausted.”
go back this summer. It feels empowering not to feel
I smile back and say “See you next Monday?” Which
bad about my income, low ambition and canvas totes. we both know is a lie. She leaves and I start washing
“I’ve never seen you so happy.” What a nasty re- the dishes while I weep until I turn into a prune. I
mark. She sure would have liked it if I stayed there, cry all night and watch myself in the mirror. I need
far away from her and her snobby friends at the Times another face to understand my sorrows. When she
with their leather purses. She once introduced me to said she was exhausted surely she was talking about
them as an ‘old friend’ while pushing my canvas tote me, how exhausting it is to be around me. I wish for
behind my jacket.
misery and loneliness to kill her in her sleep tonight.
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maker with three other girls. One of them stands out
to me, she isn’t tall but her legs are like stilts. She tells
me her name is Delia, she moved here from Sydney
and doesn’t know many people. We share a pizza over
lunch and she mentions how much she likes my lipstick, my purse, and the material of my sweater. Delia
makes me feel good about who I could be. I impress
her with borrowed stories that aren’t mine to tell,
about the experience of being a writer. Back in the office I sometimes pretend to talk on the phone knowing the other girls can hear me. I want to advertise to
them how I have a social yet responsible life with other projects going on.
On my way to the subway I see the same woman everyday, my age, sitting on the corner of 34th and 6th
with a sign that says: “Too ugly to prostitute”. It makes
my stomach turn each time and I’m angry at her for
injecting herself into my life in that way. I take an extra
seven minutes to walk to another station just to avoid
seeing her again. On the metro, I doze off and start
forming shapes in the darkness.

I wake up at 5:30 and start my morning with a walk
along the water, disconnecting from last night. On
my way home I pick up a coffee and a little pastry. My
apartment looks out over the bridge, giving me a sense
of freedom and escape. On the table, I notice she left a
collection of old Saveur magazines. Something in my
body moves, like I could become her some day. I decide on a navy-blue turtleneck and the Cherry Lush I
stole and feel instantly closer to her. In some ways we
actually look similar. I grab the scissors and ruthlessly
cut off my ponytail.
The old floors in my apartment squeak, my desk
is an antique mahogany. It belonged to Charlotte’s
grandmother, a poet with a disregard for journalism.
She left it in her room when she moved, saying she
wanted me to have it as a reminder to keep writing.
But I know it’s because she wanted to leave us both
behind. I’m not a writer; I’m a reader, a painter, a cook!
It takes me months before stories start to make sense.
***
I take some photos of the desk so I can sell it on Craigslist later. I strip the sheets of the bed, and start scrubIt’s Monday night and I’m eating alone. Enough
bing the walls. I feel like I’m being washed. I catch a time has passed to look at Charlottes pictures onglimpse of myself and the desk in the mirror, and feel line, without crying or wanting to die. She is growing
detached from what I see.
out her hair and has changed the colour of her lips,
a deep orange colour I envy. She looks happy and I
feel nauseous looking at her life, thinking how I was
never a part of it the way Brenda and Margaret are. I
try thinking about Delia instead and how she looks
Everything in this city is so overwhelming I can’t fo- up to me the way Charlotte once did. Somehow she
cus on who I am or who I want to be. I haven’t spoken became stronger and I became weaker. I try to fool
to Charlotte in seven weeks. I never wanted to stop myself thinking how my new gig at the gallery could
missing her but eventually, I think I did. Now, I wear lead to being a staff writer at the Times one day. I sit at
her lipstick and have a pixie cut. Sometimes when I the desk I never sold on Craigslist, and think if only
look in the mirror I see her and I think of the word she could see how interesting I have become. I pick up
“elegance”, but it’s only my face that’s elegant now. I the phone and call her, but she doesn’t answer. I call
wouldn’t say that I am experiencing being an elegant again and leave her a short message managing to tell
person yet.
her about my new gig. She never calls me back.

3

***
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Someone gave me the opportunity to write a catalogue for their gallery. It’s something new and in the As I separate from one friend I become closer to andirection I want to go in. I go in every morning and I other. Delia and I spend a lot of time together. We go
spend the first ten minutes standing around the coffee shopping for leather purses and celebrate by settin-
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-g our canvas totes on fire and drinking whiskey sours.
Delia is witty, curious and thinks I am genius. She
cut her hair to match mine, while I started growing
mine out to match Charlotte’s. Delia isn’t as pretty as
Charlotte, but she is funnier and nicer. She proudly
introduces me to her roommates as her ‘very talented’
friend and it quickly becomes apparent I am supposed
to be the better one. There isn’t much about Delia that
I aspire to be. I am usually the one introducing her
to new things, places and people. She wears Cherry
Lush all the time now. She asks people intimate ques
tions and is sure to make eye contact. Her moves are
slow and her voice is calm. She’s always interested in
everyone she meets; it disgusts me.

5
I want to go home and hide myself. I know she saw me
at the hotel, vacuuming. Why was I vacuuming? No
one will see me if I go home. Pull yourself together.
Go home.

him he’s not even facing in my direction. Is it apparent
when I sip my coffee that I’m trying to be a food writer
but aren’t?
Charlotte finally comes in, with Brenda and a girl
I’ve never seen before. I hide behind Saveur magazine
but still hope she will notice me. They are caught up
in each other’s stories and don’t look my way. I try to
hear what they’re saying. She really articulates her
words, something I would practice while cooking for
her. She’s wearing glasses, her lips that same deep orange I tried to find. She wears a sailor dress in blue
stripes I’ve never seen before. I want to walk up to her,
the new me, and tell her about my gig at the gallery
and explain why I was vacuuming at the hotel. How it
was only to help out a friend, even though really it was
because I needed the money to go on that residency
in Florence. I listen to them talk about art and theatre,
I hear them use words like ‘emergent’, ‘astonishing’,
‘epochal’, and ‘divine.’
“Ugh…That play was so utterly blasé.” Her dress
brushes against my shoulder as she passes me like
I’ve never existed. I catch a glimpse of the label on her
dress from the corner of my eye: J.Crew. I feel lonely
and gross. How can she still make me feel so bad? I
want to scrub my hands, feet and face and go to bed.

Delia comes over for no reason.
“She’s not even your friend, why do you care?”
she says when I tell her. She just can’t understand, she
***
is young and naive. She doesn’t know what it’s like
to have found yourself in someone else, and they go
The harsh sun shines into my eyes, blinding me
around flaunting being you, while you’re vacuuming
to save up cash for another residency. It should be the from my problems. I wish I could run away from it all
other way around. I should be going into the restau- and start again, but instead I walk into J.Crew.
rant with the editorial staff while she sucks up dirt and
germs from carpets.
“I’m too old to be working in a hotel!” I snap at
Delia and spill sauce on my blouse. I will write about
this experience, I think as I weep.
***
I sit by the window facing the door. I sip my coffee and
stain the cup with my new deep orange lipstick. Summer has reached itself into October and I am wearing
a linen dress. My hair has grown shoulder length and
I have coloured it dark brown. I’m pretending to read
Saveur magazine. I’ve ripped out Charlotte’s articles to
steal for my writer’s portfolio. I’ve decided I want to be
a food writer. I am feeling uncomfortable. I feel the
man in front of me looking at me, but when I look at
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